
REQUIRED COURSES IN COLLEGE

Some of these mandatory college courses include the core classes, such as math, science and history, as well as public
speaking, freshman seminar and the mandatory prerequisites for your major. The core curriculum contains the classes
you need to take as an undergraduate.

Sample College Requirements for Admissions The table below shows minimum course recommendations for
a sampling of different types of selective colleges. Examples of core classes include math, science, foreign
language, writing, history and psychology. The courses may be interdisciplinary, and no more than two
courses may have the same primary departmental sponsor. Grades for physical education, music ensembles,
and other non-core courses are not as useful for predicting your level of college readiness as these core
courses. Moreover, if you plan to make money that means you will have to pay taxes. The following list
details recommendations of college courses you should consider taking, regardless of your intended or current
major, in order to gain a solid intellectual foundation. Math is math, whether you're taking it at Harvard or
Harlem Community College. This doesn't mean that electives aren't important, as colleges do want to see that
you have a breadth of interests and experiences, but they simply don't provide a good window into an
applicant's ability to handle rigorous college courses. Courses will introduce students to the subject matter and
methodology of a particular discipline and will involve them in the modes of investigation, analysis, and
judgment characteristically applied by practitioners. For example, you could fulfill a mathematics requirement
by taking Algebra, Business Math or Advanced Calculus. Three courses in the Natural Sciences 9 credits
These will be courses that introduce students to scientific principles and concepts rather than offering a simple
codification of facts in a discipline or a history of a discipline. The latter is rather unfortunate but it should not
turn you off to the idea of taking courses outside of your major altogether. Humanities and Arts, Social
Sciences, and Natural Sciences 27 credits Each student is required to take nine courses in the humanities,
social sciences, and natural sciences as indicated below. It is directed under a tenured faculty member and
approved by a department chair or possibly the dean within that specific college; the laboratory course, where
most work takes place in a laboratory. Calculate your core-course credits and GPA Division I additional core
course Division I schools allow you to complete one additional core-course unit after you graduate high
school, as long as you graduate in eight semesters after you begin ninth grade. For the list of approved General
Education Courses, follow the links in the box on the right. But we do look for students who have taken a
balanced set of the rigorous classes available to them. The Yale University admissions website, as an example,
states, "Yale does not have any specific entrance requirements for example, there is no foreign language
requirement for admission to Yale. Statistics Involved in so many of our business and financial decisions,
statistics often seem to make the world go round. Nearly every school requires 6 credits of English such as:
English Composition College Composition Math: Whether running an organization, working in a business, or
managing a home, adult life goes much more smoothly with at least basic number skills. When it comes to
their admissions policies, most colleges will calculate your grade point average using only the grades from
your core academic classes. Whether you take them at a community college or four-year college, knowing the
general coursework needed in the first two years will help you plan your education. For example, at the
University of British Columbia , students intending to specialize in Sanskrit as part of a major in Asian
language and culture will usually have to complete several Sanskrit and Hindustani or Punjabi courses during
the first two years of university, as well as additional courses in other languages of India in the third and
fourth years of study. How much of my degree will be General Education? Colleges and even individual
campuses of the same university have a lot of leeway in determining how many General Education credits go
into their offered degrees.


